S'mores Dip

Ingredients:
1. This Recipe
2. ½ tablespoon butter or butter substitute
3. 1 ½ cups of chocolate chips
4. 15 jumbo Marshmallows, halved
5. Graham Crackers
6. 8 inch Oven Safe baking dish or cast iron skillet

Step 1: Prep
Move the rack in your oven to the center position and place your chosen Oven Safe dish on the rack. And then, preheat the oven to 450°F with your chosen dish/skillet inside.

Step 2: Butter Heated Dish
Once the oven is preheated, use a potholder to remove the hot dish/skillet from the oven. Place your butter in the dish/skillet and use a pot holder to hold the dish and swirl the dish/skillet so that the melted butter coats the bottom and sides.
**Step 3: Layer Ingredients**

Pour chocolate chips in an even layer into the bottom of the dish/skillet.

Taking care not to burn fingers on the sides of the dish/skillet, arrange marshmallow **halves** over the surface of the chocolate chips, covering the chocolate completely.

**Step 4: Bake It!**

Bake for 5 to 7 minutes or until marshmallows are toasted to your preference (watch closely!).